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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, the state of Bavaria in Germany has begun experimenting with new modes of governance in forest policy. In a number of pilot programmes, the early involvement of different stakeholders is considered crucial to achieving a number of intended objectives, including the protection of biodiversity, avoidance of natural hazards, and adaptation to climate change. The ‘Mountain Forest Initiative’ (Bergwaldoffensive) exemplifies this move. It was launched in 2009 by the Bavarian Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry to restore the protective function of the vulnerable alpine forest in light of climate change, and is ongoing until 2014. To achieve this goal and create a general sense of ownership in the process, the Mountain Forest Initiative seeks the involvement of different stakeholders at the local level (e.g., private forest owners, land-use related authorities, hunters, nature conservationists, and tourism associations). Traditionally, governance refers to the hierarchical relationship between government actors as ‘subjects of control’, and private or civil society actors as ‘objects of control’. The literature on new modes of governance, by contrast, depicts the self-governance of non-state actors, as well as a broader spectrum of institutionalised arrangements (or modes) for ‘plurilateral’ coordination, including closed and open co-governance in which state actors participate as one type of actor among many (Kooiman, 2003; Mayntz, 2003). The notion of governance thus refers to the ‘extent to which governmental and/or non-governmental actors are involved in governing’; i.e. determining who gets what, where, when and how in society (Arnouts et al., 2012: 44; Howlett et al., 2009). In forest policy, the new modes of governance, which range from the international to the local level and include multiple actors and sectors, aim at decentralisation, the introduction and diffusion of market-based instruments, and use of participatory approaches (Secco et al., 2013). Interaction, shared responsibility and inter-sectoral coordination are considered constituting elements of these new governance modes in forestry (Hogl et al., 2008a,b; Secco et al., 2011), thus mirroring trends in the governance of natural resources, namely: (a) the involvement of an enlarged set of actors in order to define and ensure the effectiveness of key measures, and (b) ‘procedures to choose and foster desirable states as needed’ (Newig and Kvarda, 2012: 29).

The problem with participatory approaches in forestry, however, is in the rhetoric: more participation is seen as ‘better’ participation, while actual practice tells a different story (Hogl et al., 2008b; Kaeser et al., 2012). These approaches provide ‘more opportunities and access to a broader range of stakeholders who may gain increased and legitimate influence on decision-making’ [But] the pre-existing structures, traditional institutions, actor networks and the entrenched patterns of power distribution remain central to the explanation of governance processes, as well as these processes’ policy outputs, impacts, and outcomes’ (Hogl et al., 2008a: 26–7). Normative accounts of stakeholder participation in forestry thus do not fit reality. The inclusion of different actors in policy processes is organised somehow and does not stand alone outside established settings (van der Arend and Behagel, 2011). Current approaches to the analysis of changing governance modes in...
forest policy and management support this argument of Hogl et al. (2008a) (e.g., Arnouts et al., 2012; Secco et al., 2011; Winkel and Sotirov, 2011), but are of limited use in examining its implication: stakeholder participation in forestry needs to be studied as a process rather than taken as given.

This paper uses recent theories of the new institutionalism in organisational sociology to study how the process of stakeholder participation unfolds at the local level of public forest agencies and contributes to the delivery of effective policies. This focus addresses two research gaps. Firstly, the role of public forest agencies in new modes of governance needs to be clarified. There is general understanding that their mandate has expanded to the management of forests for multiple purposes, which requires both interactions with a wide range of stakeholders and interests, and skills in conflict resolution and inter-sectoral coordination (Cashore et al., 2010; Humphreys, 2004; Krott and Stevanov, 2008). But it is less clear how administrations and their staff adopt participatory approaches to meet this challenge. As in many other countries, Bavaria’s forest sector is characterised by ‘sticky institutions’ (Buttoud et al., 2011; Raitio, 2011), i.e., a traditionally closed, government-centred, expert-based and subsidy-reliant mode of policy planning (Franz, 2010; Schanz, 2002; Suda, 2002). The second contribution relates to the ongoing discussion about the ‘causal linkages’ between the adoption of participatory approaches in natural resource management and their consequences within a given system (Rauschmeyer et al., 2009). Findings from a meta-analysis on the effectiveness of participatory approaches in different fields of environmental policy reveal that networks are opened up for green preferences, and the acceptance of public decisions has increased, which in turn facilitates implementation. However, which contextual or process factors make best-practice cases good enough in order to successfully learn from them is not well understood (Newig and Fritsch, 2009: 210).

The paper is structured as follows: the next section describes the background and specific characteristics of the Mountain Forest Initiative to provide the empirical baseline for development of the analytical framework. The framework explores the sociological notion of ‘institutional work’. With this, attention is focused on the distinct activities aimed at making the Mountain Forest Initiative ‘work’. The cross-case comparison provides detailed empirical insights into the implementation of participatory approaches by locally-operated public forest agencies in Bavaria’s south. Overall, the forest agencies do a great deal in terms of garnering support for their role in protecting the vulnerable Alpine forests, but they show limited interest in questioning their prevalence in forest planning. This may be both instrumental and detrimental for effective policy delivery. The paper concludes by first discussing the conditions for successful implementation of participation in forest governance on a local level, and then detailing the lessons learned as to the salience of administrative behaviour for the effectiveness of participatory approaches in forestry.

2. The Mountain Forest Initiative

Bavaria’s Mountain Forest Initiative seeks to facilitate adaptation to climate change through silvicultural measures, rejuvenation of tree stands, and re-creation of protective areas in privately-owned and community forests. Bavaria’s alpine forest cover is about 250,000 ha, 150,000 ha of which are categorised as protection forests. As indicated in Table 1, the initiative addresses 43% of these forests, covering roughly 100,000 ha. The need to adapt alpine forest stands according to the consequences of climate change is undisputed (e.g., Agrawalla, 2007). Sustained stability of these forests is a major concern of Bavaria’s six forest agencies in the alpine area, all of which are involved in the Mountain Forest Initiative. The initiative initially provided the agencies with a spending volume of 7.5 million euros for adaptation projects – to be located mainly in the endangered areas of the protective forests – and additional personnel for the newly-assigned role of project management. The spending volume increased due to the initiative’s prolongation beyond the original time frame of 2009–12.

In principle, there are two main strategies to sustain the protective function of alpine forest stands in the long term. The first of these strategies is forest conversion, in particular the promotion of the three main species (spruce, fir and beech) in a site-adapted mixture. A second strategy involves forest management in order to rejuvenate overage stocks or to improve the age and species distribution of individual stocks (Kölling et al., 2010). The success of both strategies depends on effective game management. The deer population in the alpine region should allow young trees to grow without the need for additional measures such as fences or individual plant protection, as are often used in the lowlands. In steep terrains, such technical measures are very expensive and difficult to maintain (Süß, 2011). But foresters and hunters may differ extremely in their opinions on how many deer a forest can support before additional measures are needed for its rejuvenation. The Mountain Forest Initiative was not tailored specifically to the conflict between forestry and hunting. But as shown below, it was initially seen as a welcomed opportunity to address this age-old conflict.

The ministerial guidelines for the local-level operation of the Mountain Forest Initiative envision the creation of collaborative arrangements to support local forest agencies in their concern for the endangered alpine forest stands. The guidelines encourage the establishment of multi-stakeholder-based mountain forest steering committees and project-based forums to advise forest agencies in the definition, selection and implementation of measures. Through these guidelines, forest agencies can achieve accommodation, the exchange of views and perspectives, and the creation of ownership and acceptance are supposed to take shape. Distinguishing it from other programmes within Bavaria’s forest policy, the Mountain Forest Initiative funds projects within distinct areas; i.e., projects always entail more than one forest owner. Through contracts, funding eligibility is made contingent upon forest owners’ commitment to help ensure the success of the funded measure. The guidelines further indicate the availability of funds for project management including costs for personnel and training, facilitation, and mediation, and emphasise the forest agencies’ central role in drafting plans, consulting with interested groups, and communicating with forest owners.

The Mountain Forest Initiative’s guidelines thus provide preliminary answers on ‘who’ should be involved, and ‘how’ that involvement should be managed (Shannon, 2006). However, as experience with collaborative resource management in private-owned forests is scarce, details on how to collaboratively engage in forest planning in the Bavarian alpine region are not specified. The initiative compensates for this lack with project management training in a complementary INTERREG project. In these seven-day trainings, participants learn how to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Comparison of distribution of forest ownership in Bavaria.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution of forest ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Bavaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal forests</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State forests</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community forests</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private-owned forests</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thereof protection forest (subject to the regulations of the Bavarian Forest Law (BayWaldG))</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 To prepare for the implementation of this pilot project, the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry initiated a working group with participants of the forest offices in the alpine region. The working group was expected to (a) provide recommendations for the practical implementation of (i.e., the guidelines for) the Mountain Forest Initiative, and (b) make suggestions on how to adjust forest subsidies according to the intentions of the Mountain Forest Initiative. Whereas the guidelines were decided upon in 2008, changes in regulations for related forest subsidies have been published in 2010.

2 The INTERREG project ‘Protection forest platforms and -forums in Tyrol and Bavaria’ started in January 2000 and was concluded in May 2012. It aimed at supporting the formation and establishment of participatory structures and the necessary competences to work within them in Bavarian forest agencies of the alpine region. Beyond such service provision, the INTERREG project allowed for field research on the implementation of the forest initiative at the local level and granted access to interview partners.
facilitate round table meetings with a diverse group of stakeholders, engage in communication strategies to move beyond deadlocked negotiations, and create general awareness of the protective function of mountain forests (Arzberger, 2010; Himmler et al., 2010).3

3. Analytical framework: the ‘institutional work’ perspective

Like many public organisations, Bavaria’s forest agencies seek to satisfy exogenously-determined needs and expectations, but prefer stable environments (Brunsson, 1989; March and Olsen, 1989). Bavaria’s forest reform from 2004/5 exemplifies this tendency. The political decision to separate the management of state forests from law enforcement, provision of advice for the public good, and responsibility for forest-related subsidies met with much resentment among administrative staff and interested groups — not least because of the budget cuts and restructuring that this reform entailed (Magerl, 2010; Wagner, 2006). The subsequently-created Bavarian state forest company (Bayrische Staatsforsten) performs the former task and is expected to generate profit, whereas the locally-operating forest agencies carry out the latter three tasks, acting at arm’s length from Bavaria’s Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry.

The forest agencies’ preference for conventions, standard operating procedures, and habits is in line with the general view of the new institutionalism in organisation sociology, namely that the behaviour of organisations reflects socially-constructed, taken-for-granted aspects of appropriate conduct; acting according to these tenets promotes organisations’ legitimacy and provides them with vital resources (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; March and Olsen, 1989). Over the last decade, this school of thought rediscovered that the appropriateness of organisational conduct is not carved into stone and developed an interest in the notion of ‘institutional entrepreneurs’, as introduced by DiMaggio (1988): organised and calculative actors with sufficient resources who envision new institutions to realise their interests. This focus has a somewhat puzzling implication, namely that actors become tempted to impose change upon institutions by which they are constrained (Seo and Creed, 2002). The premise is that institutions cannot be changed by will as actors and interests are themselves institutionally constituted. One way to address this puzzle is to look for conditions at the organisational level that increase the likelihood that individuals are able to shape institutions (Battilana and D’Aunno, 2009).

This is where the notion of ‘institutional work’ comes in. It entails ‘a broad vision of agency in relationship to institutions, one that avoids depicting actors either as “cultural dopes” trapped by institutional arrangements, or as hyper-muscular institutional entrepreneurs’ (Lawrence et al., 2009: 1). Emphasis on institutional work in forest agencies’ organising of stakeholder participation sheds light on their efforts to cope with, tear down, tinker with, or create anew the institutions within which they ‘play and which give them their roles, relationships, resources and routines’ (Lawrence et al., 2011: 53). The institutional work perspective thus helps in analysing the implementation of the Mountain Forest Initiative in local settings, including ‘creative’, ‘maintaining’ and ‘disruptive’ activities (see Table 2) (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006). This distinction lays the groundwork for studying the ways in which adoption of the Mountain Forest Initiative in Bavaria’s alpine region is playing out in the forest agencies.

Institutional work may lead to the creation of institutions. This process is associated with ‘institutional entrepreneurship’ (Greenwood and Suddaby, 2006), but can also be related to the role assigned to ‘policy entrepreneurs’ (Arnouts et al., 2012); for instance when new actors with the intention to alter power relations and interaction rules in previously closed policy networks are introduced at round tables. Sociology’s institutionalism in organisation studies points to a number of activities that may be conducive to such entrepreneurship: the ‘defining’ or construction of rule systems that confer status and identity to the new actors at the round table, the ‘construction of identities’ through which a relationship between such new actors and the policy domain in which they are acknowledged as legitimate players is created, ‘mimicry’ implying the association of new practices with existing sets of taken-for-granted expectations and norms, and ‘educating’ of the different actors involved in order to provide them with the necessary skills and knowledge to support the new institution.

Participatory approaches in forest policy may also go hand in hand with efforts to maintain an institution such as restoring belief in the superiority of expert-based forest planning. Furthermore, activities may be undertaken to reclaim legitimacy for the local forest agencies in Bavaria, which have lost ‘their’ forests after the forest reform in 2005, and are still struggling to reposition themselves in relation to other administrations. The agencies may ‘enable work’ with additional rules to sustain established practices of forest planning, engage in ‘detering’ which entails the building up of barriers to prevent change, ‘mythologising’ to preserve the normative underpinnings of their historical and authoritative role in forest management, or ‘embedding and routinising’ through actively infiltrating the normative foundations of state forest management in the inter-sectoral coordination that is envisaged with the Mountain Forest Initiative.

Finally, institutional work may also disrupt institutions — especially by those who are not served by existing arrangements, such as the often marginalised nature conservationists in forest management and policy, or foresters with the inadequate rejuvenation of forests and eager to scandalise ineffective hunting regulations. Although difficult to perceive in practical terms, the disruption of related institutions may go hand in hand with the ‘disconnecting of sanctions and rewards’ from some rule sets or practices by working through the state apparatus in Bavaria’s state-monitored game planning, ‘disassociating the moral foundations’ of nature conservation and hunting from their concrete practices in mountain forests, or ‘undermining’ their core assumptions and beliefs with counter acts.

The institutional work perspective pays attention to the ‘sticky institutions’ of the forest sector, but it infuses the analysis of the Mountain Forest Initiative’s implementation with agency in the more general sense as the ability of agents to act. This helps to examine the process of coping with stakeholder participation within the confines of administrative rationalities and logics, involving multiple actors whose activities may be counter-intuitive, perhaps ending up with unintended consequences (Djelic and Quack, 2003). The institutional work perspective on new governance modes in forestry thus implies that on-the-ground evidence cannot be narrowed down to an analogy with normative requirements; it facilitates a more differentiated picture than that of ‘ideology’ and symbolic change (Brunsson, 1989).

4. Case selection and empirical approach

The present analysis explores the salience of local-level administrative behaviour in new modes of governance in forestry. For this end, the institutional work perspective is applied for conducting a cross-case analysis consisting of three forest agencies in southern Bavaria. The three forest agency cases were selected because of their notable differences in uptake and implementation of the Mountain Forest Initiative. As indicated in Table 3, the sum of their activities to make the initiative work is succinctly described as ‘initial marginalisation’ (Forest Agency A), ‘support but failure’ (Forest Agency B), and ‘strategic use’ (Forest Agency C) of the Mountain Forest Initiative.

A typical implementation pattern of the Mountain Forest Initiative at local-level is lacking, and the analysis below shows that this may be partly but by no means exclusively explained by the differences in private and community forest ownership. The greater significance of private and community forest ownership in forest agencies B and C, for instance, went hand in hand with more willingness to endorse the initiative. Yet, the outcomes of this endorsement are rather different.

---

3 The training for foresters won the Alpine Protective Forest Price of the Working Committee of Forest Associations in the Alpine States in January 2012 (Arzberger et al., 2012).
Two types of data provide the basis for this implementation study of the Mountain Forest Initiative at the local level of forest agencies: (1) field observations from direct involvement in the Mountain Forest Initiative as process facilitator, and (2) qualitative interviews with the staff of forest agencies in Bavaria’s alpine region. The Chair of Forest and Environmental Policy at Technische Universität München (TUM) and the Bavarian State Institute of Forestry (LWF) were commissioned to facilitate and evaluate the Mountain Forest Initiative and report their activities to the Bavarian Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry (Wagner et al., 2012; Suda et al., 2013). The evaluation is based on 13 semi-structured interviews with the heads of all six forest offices, district managers involved in the initiative, and members of the newly created group of mountain forest managers (Wagner et al., 2012). Of these, four were group interviews consisting of 2, 2, 3, and 7 interviewees respectively, which amount in total to 23 interview partners. Of the interviewees, 13 are based on the selected forest agencies. The semi-structured interviews were recorded and transcribed. They revolved around four topics:

- Strategy development in the forest agencies with regard to the Mountain Forest Initiative
- Administrative responses to the Mountain Forest Initiative
- Planning of projects and measures in pilot areas
- Participation in mountain forest steering committees and forums, including procedures for participation, inter-sectoral coordination, and lessons learned

The analysis builds on the insights from the two reports mentioned above. It follows two questions:

1. How did the forest agencies perceive of and relate to the Mountain Forest Initiative when it was introduced to them?
2. How did the Mountain Forest Initiative evolve and take shape at the local administrative level in terms of different institutional work activities?

5. Analysis: the Mountain Forest Initiative at work

Table 4 summarises the main findings of the analysis with further detail given in the sections below.

5.1. Maintaining work: initial marginalisation of the Mountain Forest Initiative

1. Forest Agency A provides its services to private forest owners in two counties, and employs eight district managers of whom all but one are primarily based in their districts rather than in the central office. The share of privately-owned forests in both counties is relatively low, and only one of these contains mountain forests. The Mountain Forest Initiative was therefore perceived by the agency’s head as having only limited relevance. A mountain forest committee was not set up and only one project – the building of skid trails – was initiated by the agency in 2009. Once the project area for the only pilot project in existence at the time was set, a second pilot project – setting up fences – was initiated by a private forest owner. He became aware of the Mountain Forest Initiative through the ministry’s public relations rather than the forest agency’s activities.

The opportunity to recruit additional staff was used right from the start, however, and a forester with good knowledge of the local context was employed to act as the mountain forest manager (part-time, 50% of full-time hours). He received no specific training, was not based in the central office, and was supposed to work in close cooperation with regular staff. His contract ended in December 2011. Thus, once the agency’s initial project area was set and a mountain forest manager recruited, it did little by itself to flesh out the initiative’s underlying idea of collaborative forest planning. The time and effort needed to do so was considered unavailable.

2. Forest Agency A appeared hesitant in endorsing the Mountain Forest Initiative, and this caution subsequently deterred approval of the Mountain Forest Initiative within the area. The agency’s head drew strongly on LWF staff to decide what to do within the initiative. From late 2009 onwards, two telephone conversations were necessary before further support was solicited, including conducting a stakeholder analysis, setting up information events for and encouraging talks with private forest owners, implementing the envisaged projects, and organising field visits. Two information events were organised, which signalled much interest for the Mountain Forest Initiative among private forest owners, mayors, hunters, and nature conservationists. The former, however, were not sufficiently convinced to join in with the initiative. Numerous additional talks were necessary to generate commitment.

In the meantime, a district manager and the recruited mountain forest manager planned for the implementation of measures in the two project areas. Their work involved the joint evaluation of the forest stands, development of silvicultural measures, and allotment. Once the affected private forest owners were identified, the respective mayors were informed about the goals of the Mountain Forest Initiative, the two pilot areas, and the possibility of setting up local forums to support their implementation. Since the demands for silvicultural measures were unlikely to be met without the involvement of the hunting community and farmers with pasture rights, the forum’s role in easing communication was considered a priority. In 2010, the district manager participated in the training programme within the INTERREG project. He appreciated the training for learning how to collaborate in the forums and link up project management with day-to-day routines (embedding).

Through project implementation and field visits, merits of the Mountain Forest Initiative became evident. Despite initial reservations, awareness for the potentials of a mountain forest steering committee gained ground. Thanks to the initiative of the above-mentioned district manager and with support from LWF staff, a regional mountain forest committee was set up in autumn 2011. The participants of this committee include the county’s chief administrative officer, representatives of the county’s offices for water management and road construction, mayors, and representatives of hunting, nature protection, and sport associations. Initiation of an additional road construction project is the designated short-term goal of the committee. Over the long term, it seeks to build a broad alliance in support of the Mountain Forest Initiative and to provide the forest agency with the political support for this and other inter-sectoral projects. Being relatively late in creating a mountain forest steering committee turned out to be an advantage for Forest Agency A: it was able to capitalise upon lessons learned elsewhere and mimicked good practices.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forest agencies</th>
<th>Private and community forests</th>
<th>Public forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: ‘Initial marginalisation’</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: ‘Support but failure’</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: ‘Strategic use’</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Source: Allgemeines Liegenschaftsbuch Bayern — ALB-Datenbank, accessed 07.05.2010.
5.2. Disruptive work: support but failure of the Mountain Forest Initiative

1. Compared to Forest Agency A, enactment of the Mountain Forest Initiative is very different in Forest Agency B, as is the share of private forests (namely 59%). Alpine forest stands are located in two counties. Responsibility for provision of advice to private forest owners in the two counties is divided between the agency’s two heads of units. They were also responsible for the implementation of the Mountain Forest Initiative within the agency. They looked at the initiative as a much-needed opportunity for settling the ongoing forestry–hunting conflict. Accordingly, a range of possible project areas was identified in an office meeting of the two heads of unit and the nine district managers. To support the unit heads, two mountain forest managers were recruited (part-time, 50% of full-time hours). Once project areas were selected and initial decisions taken, the mountain forest managers were supposed to evaluate the selected areas and suggest specific measures.

2. Further analysis of the Mountain Forest Initiative’s implementation in Forest Agency B concentrates on the efforts undertaken to generate political backing for the initiative in one of the two counties. This focus reveals a number of challenges for collaborative planning in forestry. As indicated above, there was agreement inside Forest Agency B that the ministerial guidelines for the operation of the Mountain Forest Initiative in the agencies provide sufficient guidance and do not require additional clarification and interpretation. Support from LWF staff was not considered necessary. Agency B thus mimicked the guidelines and convened an information event in the county to generate broad awareness of the initiative, propose its pre-designed project areas, and set up a mountain forest committee.

Support from local politicians for such a steering committee is considered critical according to the guidelines; however, in the county the opposite happened. The chief administrative officer withdrew from the Mountain Forest Initiative before it actually began and did not join the information event, principally because of the manifest forestry–hunting conflict. This disassociation crippled further thinking about inter-sectoral coordination in the Mountain Forest Initiative, as a chief administrative officer would oversee the work of authorities and administrations at the county level including those responsible for nature protection, water management and hunting.

Forest Agency B has put itself at the centre of resolving the forestry–hunting conflict instead of letting itself assume the role of one stakeholder among several (i.e., forest owners and hunters) with an interest in joint responsibility for game and habitat. This behaviour undermined the initiative’s original intention to foster collaborative planning for climate change adaptation in alpine forest stands. Forest Agency B eventually equated the Mountain Forest Initiative with a time-consuming and frustrating exercise, and perceived its take on it as a failure. The initiative underwent a drastic turn-around in the agency: Stakeholder participation was narrowed down to information rather than consultation and co-decision. Instead of pushing new projects, a touring exhibition of the Mountain Forest Initiative was designed. The classic advisory repertoire was re-activated and the focus went back to the provision of advice for individual, demand-driven measures.

5.3. Creative work: strategic use of the Mountain Forest Initiative

1. Forest Agency C acts in two counties in which the share of private and community forest ownership is relatively large. In contrast to the other two agencies, Forest Agency C built on previous experience with collaborative planning in forestry when adopting the Mountain Forest Initiative. It was part of a mediation procedure in the early–mid-2000s that also involved forest owners, representatives from hunting associations and several local administrations, and the mayor of a given municipality, many of whom feared a serious threat of natural hazards because of the endangered status of the nearby protection forest in the mountains. This heterogeneous group, initially far from like-minded, jointly agreed on a set of measures to restore the protective function of the mountain forest through third-party assisted communication and interest accommodation (Müller, 2006). This success story created a legacy in Forest Agency C. Its entrepreneurial head was eager to promote the idea of collaborative planning in Bavaria’s forest ministry.

2. The successful outcome of the mediation procedure – i.e., the integrated management of a protection forest – generated momentum in Forest Agency C. Its head and the two heads of unit shared the view that most of forestry is about people, communication and ability to accommodate between different interests in forest management. Contrary to Agencies A and B, this forest agency also articulated the need to reposition itself vis-à-vis other authorities and ministries after Bavaria’s forest reform. The head of Agency C therefore moved on and used his contacts in the forest ministry to promote his ideas and call for elaboration of the Mountain Forest Initiative as a state programme from 2008 onwards, i.e., one year before implementation started. Later on in that same year, a full-time position for mountain forest management was installed, and in 2009 the second full-time position followed. Today, Forest Agency C employs four mountain forest managers. Moreover, a steering committee was set up even before private forest owners and municipalities were informed of the Mountain Forest Initiative.4

---

4 A deputy chief administrative officer chairs the steering committee.
This first-mover status turned Forest Agency C into a key player when the ministry’s guidelines for implementation of the Mountain Forest Initiative were constructed.

Agency C went a bit beyond the guidelines in working with the mountain forest steering committee. As spelled out, the committee was consulted to propose project plans and measures to its participants and inform them about progress on the ground. Here, it was also used as a forum for open discussions about the effectiveness of planned projects and measures in terms of the initiative’s goal to adapt alpine forest stands to climate change. Whereas other agencies had meetings with their steering committees about twice a year, Agency C met more often with the committee and invited its participants to join organised field trips to project sites. Furthermore, the committee was involved in development of a public relations campaign for the Mountain Forest Initiative. A PR-agency was commissioned to devise a communication strategy for connecting with people in the respective project areas, and the steering committee’s view on their strategy draft was called in before further PR steps were taken. Agency C’s various efforts to collaborate with the committee generated a positive atmosphere among stakeholders and ensured political backing for project financing within the Mountain Forest Initiative beyond its original termination in December 2012.

Internally, capacities were strengthened through the extensive use of INTERREG training: the four mountain forest managers and four district managers from Agency C used this opportunity for education. Once possible project areas had been identified by Agency C and rated according to a pre-defined list of criteria, the forest agency was ready to propose eight project sites to the forest owners. At each of these, measures were supposed to be implemented according to the previously defined ‘participation standard’ of the agency. This standard entails the following components:

○ Responsibility for every project area is allocated (to a district manager or mountain forest manager);
○ The project area is presented to the ‘affected’ mayor, after which an information event is conducted in the respective municipality for forest owners and interested groups;
○ Once the information event has taken place, a local mountain forest forum is set up with the involvement of elected stakeholders to represent their respective groups;
○ The forum has three meetings, at which the following should happen:
  (a) information and exchange, after which the distinct stakeholder groups meet individually for opinion making;
  (b) joint discussion and development of project-related suggestions; and
  (c) after another external round of opinion making and interest accommodation, a list of feasible measures is defined, and implementation can start.

According to this standard, the forest agency’s ‘offer’ to invest public funding in a distinct project area is collected if a given forum cannot achieve agreement. In practice, however, the three-step approach was far too top-down; it did not provide sufficient space for views and concerns that arose from the bottom up. Additional time for deliberation and negotiation was needed to generate broad ownership in proposed projects (embedding). Forest owners did not necessarily share the agency’s problem views on ‘endangered’ protection forests. And sometimes, agency staff refrained from dealing with the conflicting game management issue. Agency C tried to settle this issue by drawing on external expertise: a game biologist was commissioned to develop a hunting concept. Doing so helped to objectify the forestry–hunting conflict. But it did not relieve the agency from the task of coping with conflicting values and worldviews and suggesting ways to move beyond deadlock.

6. Discussion

The cross-case analysis indicates that mountain forest management in Bavaria turns into an arena for the endorsement of stakeholder participation if the locally-operated forest agencies develop an interest in and generate ownership of prospects for collaborative planning, and tailor these to their needs. Conditions for collaborating with enlarged actor networks have to be constructed and defined at local levels, building upon support from key actors in both the agencies and local politics. Creative efforts end up in frustrating frustrations or run the risk of turning into symbolic change if they are not linked with the routines of forest staff and potential beneficiaries. Perhaps the most important finding of the analysis is that combinations of maintaining and creative activities are essential for making the Mountain Forest Initiative work — ‘work’ in the sense of generating positive outcomes like the acknowledgement in politics and society of forest agencies’ critical role in the provision of stable forest ecosystems as a public good. Such combinations include the embedding of the initiative in the forest agencies’ routines whereby the laggard (Agency A) differs from the first mover (Agency C) in employing a narrow rather than a broad set of creative activities.

Although they came from two different angles, both Forest Agency A and Forest Agency C made sure to always control the process of stakeholder participation in the Mountain Forest Initiative. The response of Agency A to the initiative may be described as creeping compliance with the federal demand for stakeholder participation in forest management. The initiative’s potential to establish collaborative planning was initially marginalised, but has slowly but surely moved centre stage with the building of broad support for the creation of an ambitious steering committee involving different stakeholders. Forest Agency C, by contrast, garnered political support for the initiative, developed internal capacity, and pre-defined possible project areas and a procedure for local-level participation before entering discussions with forest owners, municipalities, mayors and interested parties about concrete measures. This state of preparedness allowed Agency C to use the Mountain Forest Initiative strategically and expand its authority in planning for vulnerable alpine forests.

Forest Agency B failed with its take on the Mountain Forest Initiative, and this paper’s analysis of institutional work helps explaining why. The office’s straightforward use of the initiative to re-open the debate on the age-old forestry–hunting conflict and put it on top of the agenda by simply mimicking the ministry’s guidelines and taking them at face value was disruptive. Rather than taking the lead in the overall process, Agency B allowed a chief administrative officer to become dominant, which nurtured further politicisation of the initiative. Agency B did not develop ownership in the initiative and perceived it as a time-consuming and rather disrupting experiment. The agency may have remedied this frustrating outcome if it would have used the political withdrawal from the initiative as an opportunity to restore belief in its capacity to steer forest planning. Apparently, however, such maintaining moved out of focus once the disruptive activities had gained momentum.

Hence, which lessons can be drawn for assessment of new forest governance on a local level from implementation of the Mountain Forest Initiative in Bavaria’s south? The present study provides evidence for the assumption of Secco et al. (2013) that local-level forest agencies play key roles as linkage bodies in collaborative resource management: horizontally by facilitating cooperation between different stakeholders, and vertically by translating federal demands for climate change adaptation in forest ecosystems to local contingencies. The institutional approach reveals that an effective blueprint for joint forest planning and hence a shift away from the individual-owner focused advisory repertoire does not exist. Forest agencies should not risk relying solely on guidelines that were invented at higher levels. Rather, emphasis needs to be placed on making stakeholders join in when planning for collaborative projects in the forest. The good news is: this innovative step
should not be done from scratch. The bad news is that higher levels may find it difficult to cope with the local-level feedback loops that result from needed flexibility, experimentation and contested processes. Any endorsement of participatory approaches in forest policy by Bavaria’s responsible ministry and acknowledgement of its transformative potential are (still) out of sight.

7. Conclusion

New modes of governance in forest policy and management can and perhaps should be conceived as processes whose dynamics may be counter-intuitive and/or fragile, yet contingent upon the sticky institutions of this field. The present analysis reveals the stickiness of the traditional planning approach in Bavaria’s forest agencies. According to the traditional planning approach, agencies define problems, design a set of measures to cope with these, and then inform or consult with affected groups like private forest owners on whose land such ‘problems’ are identified. Participatory planning brings in stakeholders at an early stage, ideally when the problem view is defined. Neither of the agencies described above nor any of the other three involved in the Mountain Forest Initiative leaned towards participatory planning (Wagner et al., 2012). They continued to hold the pen when drafting measures and suggesting project areas, showing limited interest in having their expertise and its perceived primacy in forest planning questioned.

Simultaneously, however, it has become commonplace to communicate with the public, conduct information events, bring in stakeholders to implement joint projects, and ensure these projects’ feasibility and broad commitment. The momentum that this created turns a select number of Bavaria’s forest-agencies into authorities that are accountable to society. The latter’s consequences for the total of 47 forest agencies in Bavaria may be disputed. Yet indications of the Mountain Forest Initiative’s impact on policy-makers in Bavaria are discernible. Today, ex-post monitoring and performance evaluation of stakeholder participation are institutionalised in the forest ministry through the creation of a new role and its assignment with new staff. Moreover, the ministry commissioned a study in 2012 which builds on the Mountain Forest Initiative, and seeks to establish and mainstream ‘Participation as a communicative strategy in the forest administration’. There is certainly much talk now about stakeholder participation in Bavarian forest policy and management. And, interestingly, this talk has a firm basis at the local level.

Stakeholder participation is critical for climate change adaptation in alpine forest stands, as it helps to cut across established boundaries (Newig and Fritsch, 2009). However, reliance on the local level for the functioning of participatory approaches entails the risk that the broader functioning of participatory approaches entails the risk that the broader function of stakeholders network around specific issues and engage in shared decision-making for the arrival at voluntary agreements – government actors are challenged to assume a central role in these networks and become instrumental in the production of public goods (Howlett et al., 2009). The present analysis provides evidence for their (i.e. the forest agencies’) centrality: professionals with legal status determine forest planning, network formation is directed and rules are deployed to increase the bindingness of agreed decisions. Yet, the effectiveness of adopted measures may be questioned if the local level largely determines them. A mixture of old (hierarchical) and new (pluralitarian) modes of governance across multiple levels and loosely coupled arenas seems to be critical for the delivery of effective measures in forest policy (Holg et al., 2008a). Future research should therefore pay more attention to multi-level coordination in forest governance and study how hierarchy, negotiation and competition in addition to information exchange and learning contribute to the delivery of effective policies.
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